
[DOJ Letterhead]

[Date]

[Name]
[Title]
[Office]
[Address]
[City, ST Zip]

Dear Director [Name]: 

As described in a letter sent to your department on [LETTER 1 DATE], the Bureau of Justice 
Statistics (BJS) and RTI International (RTI) are conducting a fourth year of the National Inmate 
Survey (NIS), as mandated under the Prison Rape Elimination Act of 2003 (PREA—P.L. 108-
79). We have initiated the research approval process in your state and appreciate the assistance of
your staff in working with RTI.

We have drawn the sample for Year 4, and the following facilities from your jurisdiction have 
been selected:

1. [FACILITY NAME]
2. [FACILITY NAME]
3. [Etc.]

Please note that PREA requires BJS to include facilities even if they may have participated in 
past NIS collections. Our sampling procedures reflect this requirement; as a result, some 
facilities in your state may have been selected in the past.

RTI staff will continue to work with your department’s designated liaison to coordinate the 
logistics for data collection in the randomly sampled facilities. We understand the burden 
imposed by PREA data collections and will work diligently to minimize the impact on your 
facility operations.

BJS and RTI would like to thank you and your staff again for your substantial effort in support of
the PREA-mandated surveys. We hope that the fourth year of data collection will go smoothly 
and appreciate the accommodations made by you and your staff to facilitate this effort.



If you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to contact Amy Lauger, Chief of the 
Institutional Research and Special Projects Unit and PREA Program Manager here at BJS, at 
Amy.Lauger@usdoj.gov or 202-307-0711. Rachel Caspar, the Principal Investigator from RTI, 
is also available to address questions and comments at Caspar@rti.org or (919) 541-6376.

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey H. Anderson
Director, Bureau of Justice Statistics
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